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Every   experience   we   have   consists   of   certain   irreducible   components.   Mastering   our   Bullsh!t, 
cultivating   fulfilling   relationships,   and   staying   connected   across   differences   in   any   situation, 
relies   on   practicing   these   fundamental   skills: 
 
ALWAYSALREADYHAPPENING                MASTERY 

STORIES/PROJECTIONS 
Judgments,   Predictions,   Knowledge   of   Others’ 
Motivations   and   Thoughts,   Right/Wrong   Thinking, 
“Should…” 

OWN   YOUR   STORIES 
Become   aware   when   you   are   telling   yourself   a   story 
and   take   ownership: 
“I   am   telling   myself   a   story   that…” 

OBSERVABLE   FACTS 
This   is   the   empirical   data.   What   the   camera   would 
catch   and   the   microphone   would   hear.   Neutral, 
Discrete,   and   Unambiguous. 

FOCUS/TALK   ABOUT   OBSERVATIONS 
Starting   with   the   facts   anchors   the   conversation 
(and   the   thinking)   in   a   place   of   shared   reality   and 
connection. 

FEELINGS~EMOTIONS~SENSATIONS 
Happy,   Sad,   Angry,   Grateful,   Excited,   Inspired, 
Disappointed,   Worried,   Frustrated,   Joyful, 
Overwhelmed,   Delighted,   Scared,   Bored,   Loving, 
Affectionate,   Playful,   Mischievous…(see   list) 

TALK   ABOUT   FEELINGS 
Emotions   are   happening   all   the   time,   talked   about 
or   not,   and   most   people   feel   it.   Feelings   are 
irreducible   and   sovereign.   Vulnerability   is   next   level 
honesty.   (Starts   with   being    aware    of   your   feelings.) 

NEEDS/VALUES 
Humans   are   hardwired   with   the   same   Universal 
Human   Needs   that   drive   every   behavior   (Strategy) 
anyone   has   ever   displayed.   We   are    always    doing 
our   best   to   meet   these   Universal   needs   with   the 
resources   we   have. 

EXPRESS   AND   EMPATHIZE   WITH   NEEDS 
Attending   to   the   Universal   Human   Needs   in   any 
situation   makes   it   more   likely   we   will   discover 
inclusive   strategies   to   meet   them.   Focusing   on   this 
helps   reduce   the   sense   of   separation. 

CHOICE:    POSSIBLE   STRATEGIES   AND   
                                                   NEXT   STEPS 
Choosing   concrete   behaviors   that   are   responsive   to 
the   Needs   and   context.  

MAKE   DOABLE   REQUESTS   AND   CLEAR 
AGREEMENTS :    Concrete,   Positively   Construed, 
Time   Bound,   Doable   Requests   that   are   inclusive   of 
everyone’s   Needs   make   the   world   go   round!   Check 
in   to   follow   up   on   agreements   made.   It   is   always   an 
experiment! 



Feelings & Needs Shortlist 
FEELINGS: 

Passing emotions and sensations based on the met-ness or 
unmet-ness of our Needs at any given moment. 

 
Joy    Ecstasy    Relief   Excitement    Hope    Gratitude    Confidence 

 
Sadness    Regret    Shame    Grief    Jealousy    Confusion 

 
Anger    Outrage    Frustration    Disappointment    Resentment 

 
Fear   Worry   Tenderness   Restlessness   Apprehension   Overwhelm

NEEDS: 
Precious, universal threads in the fabric of our wholeness that 

inspire every behavior, celebrated or tragic, that humans ever engage in. 
 

Physical Sustenance    Safety    Stability    Order    Rest    Ease 
 

Connection    Companionship    Intimacy    Affection    Appreciation
 

Freedom    Choice    Respect    Play    Humor    Challenge 
 

Trust    Acceptance    Empathy    To Be Seen/Known    Understanding 
 

Meaning    Integrity    Dignity    Beauty    Self-Expression    Inspiration 
     





Feelings we may experience when our needs are met
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Attending to, expressing, and owning our feelings is critically important to developing greater self-connection and 
cultivating authentic relationships with others. Most of us have inherited an impoverished vocabulary of feelings. 
An important step to becoming more fluent in the experience and expression of emotional states (which you are 
never not having), is to start using these words more often. If you are ever unsure how to answer the question, 
"How am I feeling?" this is a great place to glance. 

Following the words "I feel..." with words that are not on this list is a perfect recipe for some Projection Bullsh!t. 

This list is a collaborative effort of many, starting with Marshall Rosenberg's original list. Print this shit out and put it 
on your fridge!

(internal sensations, without reference to thoughts, interpretations)

AFFECTIONATE
compassionate
friendly
loving
openhearted
sympathetic
tender
warm

CONFIDENT
empowered
open
proud
safe
secure

ENGAGED
absorbed
alert
curious
engrossed
enchanted
entranced
fascinated
interested
intrigued
involved
spellbound
stimulated

EXCITED
amazed
animated
ardent
aroused
dazzled
eager
energetic
enthusiastic
giddy
invigorated
lively
passionate
surprised
vibrant

EXHILARATED
blissful
ecstatic
elated
enthralled
exuberant
radiant
rapturous
thrilled

GRATEFUL
appreciative
moved
thankful
touched

HOPEFUL
expectant
encouraged
optimistic

JOYFUL
amused
delighted
glad
happy
jubilant
pleased
tickled

INSPIRED
amazed
awed
wonder

PEACEFUL
calm
clearheaded
comfortable
centered
content
equanimity
fulfilled
mellow
quiet
relaxed
relieved
satisfied
serene
still
tranquil
trusting

REFRESHED
enlivened
rejuvenated
renewed
rested
restored
revived

Feelings/Emotions
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B. Feelings we may experience when our needs are not met
AFRAID
apprehensive
dread
foreboding
frightened
mistrustful
panicked
petrified
scared
suspicious
terrified
wary
worried

ANNOYED
aggravated
dismayed
disgruntled
displeased
exasperated
frustrated
impatient
irritated
irked

ANGRY
angry
enraged
furious
incensed
indignant
irate
livid
outraged
resentful

AVERSION
Animosity
appalled
contempt
disgusted
dislike
hate
horrified
hostile
repulsed

CONFUSED
ambivalent
baffled
bewildered
dazed
hesitant
lost
mystified
perplexed
puzzled
torn

DISCONNECTED
alienated
aloof
apathetic
bored
cold
detached
distant
distracted
indifferent
numb
removed
withdrawn

DISQUIET
agitated
alarmed
discombobulated
disconcerted
disturbed
perturbed
rattled
restless
shocked
startled
surprised
troubled
turbulent
turmoil
uncomfortable
uneasy
unnerved
unsettled
upset

EMBARRASSED
ashamed
chagrined
flustered
mortified
self conscious

FATIGUE
beat
burntout
depleted
exhausted
lethargic
listless
sleepy
tired
weary
wornout

PAIN
agony
anguished
bereaved
devastated
grief
heartbroken
hurt
lonely
miserable
regretful
remorseful

SAD
depressed
dejected
despair
despondent
disappointed
discouraged
disheartened
forlorn
gloomy
heavyhearted
hopeless

melancholy
unhappy
wretched

TENSE
Anxious
cranky
distressed
distraught
edgy
fidgety
frazzled
irritable
jittery
nervous
overwhelmed
restless
stressedout

VULNERABLE
fragile
guarded
helpless
insecure
leery
reserved
sensitive
shaky

YEARNING
envious
jealous
longing
nostalgic
pining
wistful
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Universal Human Needs
(without reference to speci c people, time, actions, things)

Subsistence and Security Connection Meaning
PhysicalSustenance Affection SenseofSelf Meaning
Air Appreciation Authenticity Aliveness
Food Attention ompetence Challenge
Health loseness Creativity onsciousness
Movement ompanionship Dignity ontribution
PhysicalSafety Harmony rowth Creativity
Rest/sleep Intimacy Healing ffectiveness
Shelter ove Honesty xploration
Touch Nurturing Integrity Integration
Water SexualExpression Self acceptance Purpose

upport Self care
Security Tenderness Self connection Transcendence

onsistency armth Self knowledge Beauty
Order tructure Self realization elebrationoflife
Peace(external) ToMatter Matteringtomyself ommunion
Peaceofmind Acceptance Faith
Protection Care Understanding Flow
Safety(emotional) ompassion Awareness Hope
Stability onsideration Clarity Inspiration
Trusting mpathy Discovery Mourning

indness Learning Peace(internal)
MutualRecognition Makingsenseoflife Presence

Freedom Respect timulation
Autonomy Tobeheard,seen

hoice Tobeknown,understood
Ease Tobetrusted
Independence nderstandingothers

Power Community
Self responsibility Belonging
Space ommunication

pontaneity ooperation
Equality

Leisure/Relaxation Inclusion
Humor Mutuality
oy Participation
Play Partnership
Pleasure Self expression
Rejuvenation Sharing

This list builds on Marshall R senberg s original needs 
list with categories adapted from Manfred Max eef. 

either exhaustively or definitive, it can be used for 
study and for discovery about each person s authentic 
experience.

"Humans are hard-wired with these needs. The key to true 
compassion and 'not taking shit personally' is to remember 
that no matter how tragic or incomprehensible the 
strategy, every human behavior is an attempt to meet one 
of these niversal Human eeds. R M MB R  Everyone is 
always doing their best with the resources they have 
available to them to meet their Needs."



      Challenging No BS Conversations  
       Cheat Sheet 

 
Pre-Gaming for a Difficult Conversation 

 

1. Apply SOFNR and Empathy Worksheets (do some homework) 

2. Get support to process charge/tension if you need it. 

3. Request and schedule a meeting with the person to have the conversation. 

(Ambushing someone with a difficult conversation not advised.) 

Anatomy of a Difficult Conversation 

1. Check in to get present and establish connection. Be honest about how you are 

feeling in the moment (ie. Nervous? Excited? Worried? Hopeful?). Affirm that 

you are having the conversation because the relationship matters to you. 

2. Express the Observations, Feelings, and Needs from SOFNR worksheet, e.g.:  

“When I saw you .... I felt .... because .... is important to me.” 

3. Make a Reflection Request to establish shared understanding:  

“Can you tell me what you are hearing me say?” (Kinda awkward, I know…) 

4. Make adjustments until satisfied that you are being heard and understood: 

“Thanks for reflecting. What is most important to me is…  Can you reflect that?” 

5. Make a Connection Request:  

“What comes up for you hearing that?”  or  “How do you feel about this?” 

6. Reflect and Empathize  with their response, for example: 

“Are you feeling frustrated because you want to be seen for your intentions?” 

7. Repeat 2-6 until both feel satisfied they are understood. 

8. Claim responsibility for your own choices, acknowledge their impact, and ask: 

“Would you be willing to forgive me?” 

9. Brainstorm possible experiments/agreements for moving forward. 

10. Agree on an experiment and celebrate with appreciation, handshake and/or hug. 

11. Follow up in an agreed upon amount of time (typically two weeks) to assess 

whether agreement was kept, was successful, or needs tweaking or shifting. 


